If Carolus Linnaeus were to have competed with a visitor from another solar system to create a systematic description of life on earth, there is a good chance that the visitor's phylogeny would have closely approximated that of Linnaeus. The dog, however, is one species that would have presented a challenge for the extragalactic taxonomist. It is hard to imagine him/her/it putting the Chihuahua and the Newfoundland in the same genus, let alone the same species, based solely on morphological criteria. Yet every dog seems to be able to recognize that every other dog is a dog. Indeed, the dog represents the extreme range of phenotypic variation maintained within a single mammalian species and, as such, offers unparalleled opportunities for biological discovery. To put the research potential of the dog in context, let's step back and think about how a few organisms have emerged as models for experimental biology and what this means for exploiting opportunities in the dog.
Much of our knowledge of biology has been inferred from studies of remarkably few species. Darwin's finches, Mendel's peas, and Wigglesworth's insects illustrate how a curiously odd and naturally advantageous facet of a species' biology can open a window of opportunity. Organisms become models when they support sustainable opportunities with uncompromising experimental rigor and ease of use. The ability to manipulate these select species in a controlled laboratory setting has driven our understanding of basic biology and has trained several generations of scientists. The power and efficiency of studying model organisms, however, comes at a cost. A few model species do not reflect nature's true diversity. In addition, established model organisms have become a "comfort zone" for biologists, luring them away from investigating questions that cannot be answered with any of the existing models. There continues to be a need to develop new opportunities in understudied species.
The brilliance of Darwin and Mendel was their ability to make sense of natural variation to derive universal principles. Natural variation may prove to be the key to understanding biological processes that have been difficult to model (Colosimo et al., 2005; Schemske and Bradshaw, 1999) . The logic of genetic dissection in model organisms is predicated upon the myriad ways in which a complex process can be disrupted. Whereas the phenotype of a null mutant tells us what happens when something breaks, it is presumably a less relevant phenotype for understanding nature's diversity. We do not know whether determined mouse geneticists armed with mutagens, a warehouse of cages, and a century of effort could produce strains of mice that vary 50-fold in mass, approximating the physical and behavioral variation witnessed in dogs. Fortunately, there is no need to do that experiment as the many varieties of dog offer these opportunities already.
Speciation events and adaptive radiations are thought to stem from variation that is qualitatively different from that commonly created in the laboratory. For instance, developmental biology has uncovered many of the mechanisms and principles governing body plans (especially in Drosophila), but we have a limited understanding of how variation in these processes sculpts the diversity of shapes found in nature. Neuroscience has likewise made great progress in understanding the development of the nervous system and the biophysics of neuronal function. However, inferring the basis of cognition and behavior through disruptive mutations and defective phenotypes has met with less success. Adaptive behavioral variation provides an alternative way to more precisely probe brain function. Understanding changes in bird migratory routes (Bearhop et al., 2005) and different strategies of pair-bonding in the prairie vole (Lim et al., 2004) , for instance, can reveal pathways that effect specific and functional change. Studying adaptive traits in a natural context stands in sharp relief to investigating induced, defective phenotypes in the laboratory.
Adaptive variation has served as the basis for breed design in the dog for thousands of years. More than 1000 regional varieties and recognized
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The creation of the domestic dog and its many breeds has been an ongoing experiment in the rapid evolution of form and function. Now, advances in genomics have made Canis familiaris genetically tractable and poised to offer insights into evolution, development, and behavior.
From dogs and butterflies, to sea squirts and bees, new model organisms come in many disguises, as the Essay series in this issue reveals.
breeds exhibit fascinating diversity in size, shape, and behavior (Morris, 2001 ) (see Figure 1 ). These selected characteristics may not be strictly functional, but they are nonetheless desirable (at least in the eye of the breeder). Canine evolution by artificial selection differs from natural selection in an important and advantageous way. As recognized by Beadle from his work with maize and teosinte (Beadle, 1980) , artificial selection leaves an indelible mark on the genetic architecture of the organism-traits selected by man stem from macromutations of observable effect. Thus the dog actually models natural variation by providing genotypically simplified versions of complex adaptations. Darwin seized upon the relevance of artificial selection in the domestic dog in his theory of evolution (Darwin, 1859) . Darwin further recognized the pleiotropy of domestication (his "mysterious laws of correlation") and was intrigued by the possibility of pre-existing limits on adaptation. In contrast, canine development seems remarkably unconstrained, and we wonder how such pronounced morphological changes can be so readily accommodated. Why have dogs changed so much, and cats so little, since their domestication? The wolf, Canis lupus, is the sole progenitor of the dog; hence each breed's developmental program is largely a variation on the wolf theme. With such diversity arising in such a relatively short time, the dog is a model for punctuated equilibrium of mammalian evolution. Resolving the basis of selected morphologies in the dog will reveal unconstrained developmental steps of evolutionary significance.
Selective breeding in the dog has similarly produced a striking array of behavioral adaptations. Narrow norms of reaction have been selected to ensure that action patterns (e.g., pointing, retrieving, and herding) are robust and relatively independent of environment and experience. Border Collies show similar instincts regardless of upbringing, and yet they herd livestock quite differently compared with Australian Shepherds, even when reared and trained together (i.e., "heading" versus "heeling"). Selective breeding has similarly impacted breed-specific temperaments, which bear a striking resemblance to a variety of human personalities. Fear, aggression, loyalty, anxiety, and playfulness are but a few canine temperaments that resonate with us, and their genetic roots are likely to echo in our genome.
The canine model is poised to combine sustained biological opportunity with experimental ease and rigor. Genomics has altered the landscape of modern biology, lowering the barrier to genetic and molecular studies of many understudied species. The recognition that DNA polymorphisms can be exploited to map loci extends classical genetics to any sexually reproducing species (Botstein et al., 1980) . The genome sequence alone cannot link phenotype to genes; for that, a linkage map is needed. But the genome sequence greatly accelerates the production of high-resolution mapping resources, and it has now done so for the dog. A group from the Broad Institute at MIT has recently published a sequence of the dog genome (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005) . This sequence has already catalyzed the development of key molecular tools. Soon, a dense linkage map with more than 3000 markers mined from the sequence will be available. Gene chips for expression profiling and high-density SNP genotyping are in the pipeline. With these advances, mapping experiments with the dog become no more difficult than with human, chimp, mouse, or rat. As in human genetics, the useful crosses have already been done: there are over 50 million pedigree dogs in the US alone, and there is plenty of molecular variation within breeds for mapping studies.
The emerging molecular tools afford three tiers of discovery in the dog. The first is family-based linkage mapping of simple traits. This approach has always held enormous promise in the dog owing to large sibships and the availability of six or more living generations for phenotypic scoring and genotypic sampling. Now, newly optimized mapping reagents allow completion of the genotyping phase for linkage analysis in just a few weeks. The second tier of opportunities is resolving complex traits within breeds The morphological differences between a Mastiff (left) and an Ibizan Hound (right) exemplify the dramatic diversity that has evolved rapidly in the domestic dog. The natural variation underlying such breed differences is expected to have a relatively simple genetic architecture owing to the effect of artificial selection. (Photographs courtesy of Alison Ruhe.) using powerful population-based approaches that have been most successful in a select few human populations. These approaches apply highdensity marker sets to track historical recombination events and to detect shared haplotypes among individuals with shared phenotypes. Haplotype blocks among purebred dogs are on average 100-fold greater in length than those in human populations (Sutter et al., 2004) . The conservation of such large haplotypes on a relatively homogeneous genetic background provides a highly favorable genotypic signal-to-noise ratio for teasing out genetic associations. Nearly complete pedigrees dating back to the founding of breeds enable extraction of the most information from case/control experiments-which compare the genotypes of affected and unaffected individuals across the population-by accounting for population substructure and stratification, improving statistical support and reducing false positive associations.
The real prize in dog genetics, the third tier, is the elucidation of the genetic variations that underpin the pronounced morphologies and behaviors that define breeds. These traits require a new approach given that the causal gene variants are fixed within breeds (i.e., breed true) and thus do not segregate. A solution to the segregation problem comes from the field of mouse genetics, where strain differences are being mapped by exploiting ancient segregation events that predate the establishment of the experimental strains (Pletcher et al., 2004) . European dog breeds, like inbred mouse strains, share a recent common ancestry and therefore may be amenable to this approach.
Pointing behavior (a motionless posture oriented toward scented prey) illustrates the potential power for interbreed mapping in dogs. Pointing is striking and robust, and as a result of artificial selection, a small number of loci must specify the behavior. Among purebred pointing dogs, the causal genes must be homozygous and fixed. There are roughly 40 breeds that point while hunting, all with European origins. The most parsimonious interpretation is that pointing evolved once, and that the genes were subsequently crossed into different genetic backgrounds. If so, the large, conserved haplotypes encompassing the causal mutations should be readily detectable by high-density marker sets. Comparing results from so many pointing and nonpointing breeds from Europe provides the statistical power to discern causal haplotypes from correlated ones.
When a species presents the potential for unique and exciting biological opportunities, and when adequate resources and methods are brought to bear on this potential, there can be spectacular progress (as is evident from the history of studies with the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans). In the case of the domestic dog, the potential of the natural phenotypic variation is obvious. Resources and methods are rapidly becoming available to fully explore the biological opportunities that the dog provides. Now all that remains in canine genetics is to foster the same academic culture that exists in laboratories that study yeast, fly, worm, and zebrafish.
Then, one day, graduate students will enthusiastically espouse the "awesome power of dog genetics."
